
QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 97535 26" Circled In Hearts Foil Balloon

1 80266 Std. Satin Luxe™ Gold Foil Balloon

1 1537 Balloon Display Tower

1 5236 5" Rose Latex Balloons (4 needed)

1 5253 5" Ruby Red Latex Balloons (4 needed)

1 18260 260 Latex Twistees (1 needed)

1 310013 #9 Satin Edge Red Ribbon

1 310001 #9 Satin Edge Pink Ribbon

1 3554 Adhesive Hang Tab
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#97535

#5253

#80266

#1537

#97535
Air inflate the foil balloon. Slide the tail 

through one of the holes in the balloon 
cup and secure it with clear tape.  Slip an 
uninflated 260 Twistee through the two 

remaining holes in the cup.

#1537
Assemble the rest of the Balloon Display Tower.  Fill 
the base with water to provide stability.  Extend the 

pole four feet.

#5236 / #5253
Air inflate two Rose latex balloons to 5" and tie together to 
form a duplet. Repeat to create a second duplet. Twist the 

two duplets together to create a four-balloon cluster. Create 
a second cluster using Ruby Red. Twist the two clusters 

together to form the double collar.  Slip the collar onto the 
pole.  Attach the foil balloon to the top of the tower and nest 

the double collar snuggly under it.  Slip the uninflated 260 
through the collar and tie it.  

#80266 / #3554
Air inflate the balloon. Roll the tail up like a scroll and tape it flush 

with a piece of clear tape. Add the hang tab to the top of the 
balloon.  Tie a bow in the middle of a 6' strip of red ribbon.  Slide 

the loose ends of the bow through the hang tab then tie them 
together.  Slip the ribbon through the double collar so the 

standard balloon hangs freely. 

#310013 / #310001
Cut one 6' strip of each color.  Slip them through the double 
collar.  Fold the end of each ribbon in half and carefully trim  

it at an angle to create a chevron tip.
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